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Last month a small and eclectic group of members made the trip all the 

way to Utrecht, to visit the National Military 

Museum at Soesterburg. There we were 

guided around the facility by Michiel 

Kasteleijn, who explained the history of the 

Royal Dutch Air Force from a stringbag kite called the Brik up to the 

latest space plane X-COR Lynx :-) There were also lots of armoured 

vehicles, tanks, uniforms and weapons from swords and muskets through to tactical rockets. A 

veritable Mecca of the battlefield. Preceding the tour we had lunch at the nearby Hilton hotel, and 

finally weaved our way home just ahead of the rush hour traffic. 

 

Since then we have had news about the CADS journey to the Appeal Court, 

our first General Meeting of members, and a set of articles notarized and filed 

with the KvK, approved by the 8 members present, together with 40 proxies 

given to the chair :-) We are thus now a formele vereniging, with the obligation 

to elect a board and approve the finances each year at a General Meeting of members. To make 

this as simple and painless as possible, we propose to hold it during one of the lunches each year 

where we don’t have a speaker. Let’s see how it works out in practice.  

 

Whilst this was going on, the UK government came to an 

agreement with the EU to extend Brexit until 2020, and in 

return accepted everything the EU requested for the interim. 

Somehow in the mayhem of writing the agreement, the part 

pertaining to the right of free movement for existing UK 

citizens in the EU disappeared!!! Various MEPs have written to 

the negotiators to ask if they know what has happened to it (it 

is still referenced by other paragraphs). Getting answers from 

the ECJ seems our best hope to obtain clarity.    

 

 

  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-7CtWJzmPQ

